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The Art of Tatting Jewelry is the latest title from esteemed tatter Lyn Morton and contains a fantastic

array of exquisite pieces to create. Each design is carefully photographed and accompanied by

easy-to-follow diagrams. This practical and informative book showcases the use of this accessible

and thriving craft, ideal for creating fantastic necklaces, bracelets, pendants and earrings.
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Lyn Morton, author of the bestselling Tatting Patterns, also by GMC, is an expert tatter with over 40

years of experience. She runs her own online company through which she sells numerous,

high-quality designs. Morton is also a popular teacher in the UK and the US, as well as an

enthusiastic member of the Ring of Tatters, a worldwide organization for the craft.

In my continuing desire to learn all things beading I purchased this book. I was surprised that there

are No instructions for the stitches, it is solely a book of projects. You Must already know how to do

tatting, and you Must already know the "shorthand" that is used to describe how to do projects. I first

thought, "oh my bad, I didn't look at the description of the book closely enough"... but yes I did, it

said clear, well illustrated with photos. So I assumed, and I do not think it was a stupid assumption,

that the book would have all I need to do the projects. It does not. Ok, so I will spend a lot of time on



You Tube to learn how to do tatting, and learn about the shorthand and terms that is used to speak

about it. So, that is why I only gave it 3 stars. As for the projects and instructions on the

projects...looks good except it is still like a foreign language to me and I haven't started even one

yet. Never the less, I shall endure and conquer this craft and do a few projects! Just need a lot more

You Tube time, and may get another book. (yes, I do wish they had made this clear. I have Tons of

bead books, and they have the basics in each OR a clear description that the book doesn't have the

basics.)

This book is designed for shuttle tatterswho want to make some amazing designs of jewellery.All of

the designs use diagrams as well as written patterns.Each design is broken down into smaller

partsand then added together.The templates show you all the different optionsthat put together the

different jewellery.This book is designed for people who can already tatand the instructions are for

using a shuttle.You could use the instructions using other methodsif you wish.Some of the designs

are also shown in differentcolours so you can see what a different effectit causes.There are some

amazing and beautiful designs in this book.

Beads and tatting work beautifully together in this book of diagrammes for creating your own

components and finished jewelry. There is a lot of design information in here, visually, meaning that

a working knowledge of the basic techniques of tatting is require to properly use and enjoy this

book. Wonderful component resource for developing your own complex designs.

I am a little disappointed with this book as the patterns are very similar to another book I have of the

authors. Having said that there are some patterns I will definitely be using once I complete my

current WIP

A lot a great imformation.

Gorgeous projects!
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